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MERCHANT BIOTECH FUND 
  

Each month we aim to provide our unitholders information on a key stock and to give an update of the current state 
of play and show the reasons why we are investing. This month our key stock is PolyNovo Limited (PNV). 
 
PolyNovo is a commercial stage medical device company and its core offering, NovoSorb Biodegradable Temporising 
Matrix (BTM), is used in the management of burns and complex wounds. Expanding indications for use have increased 
its clinical utility and BTM has been commercialised in the US, Australia and Europe with further expansion targeted 
in key markets including India & China. 
 
A few key investment highlights that we like here are: 

 
- Ongoing clinical validation of BTM in acute and chronic indications: Highlights its versatility in the acute (burns, 

trauma, tumour excisions) and chronic (diabetic foot and venous ulcers) setting.  
 

- Pivotal study in full thickness burns for FDA application: In recruitment stage with target of 120 patients in 20 US 
and 5 Canadian burns centres. Completion expected by H1 2023 with headline results in H2 2023.  

 

- Sales team expansion prioritised: Increasing total sales personnel to engage clinicians across US hospitals and 
Group Purchasing Organisations & Integrated Delivery Networks. 

 

As the dust settles on the month of March 2022 for the 
Merchant Biotech Fund increasing inflation and the Russian 
war in Ukraine continue to plague the technology/healthcare 
sector.  
 
However, given our select stock picking and narrow focus on 
the stories in which we believe in and see long-term value, we 
are weathering the storm.  
 
We selectively averaged down in existing long-term holdings to 
build larger positions in the companies we believe can 
outperform in coming years.  

 
Unit Price as at 
31 March 2022 

 

$0.8651 
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- Sale and leaseback of premises in February 2022: Improves the net cash position. With record sales reported in 

1H22 and 3Q22 we do not expect an immediate need for capital raising. 
 

- A key factor that the market might be missing also is the sale and leaseback of premises in February 2022: 
Improves the net cash position and with record sales reported in 1H22 and 3Q22, it is not expected that PNV will 
raise cash in the near term.  

 

- Record sales performance: 1H22 revenue A$18.2m (42% increase from 1H21). 1H22 US sales A$14.2m (58% 
increase from 1H21) and 2Q22 US sales A$8.1m (105% increase from 2Q21). We expect sales in the USA in 
particular to increase as the health system moves out of its Covid issues.  

 

- A huge and new addressable market being targeted in India & China: Developing an emerging markets model in 
India with significant scaling opportunity due to prevalence of severe burns specifically in India where PolyNovo 
already has regulatory approval.  

 

- PNV is in the top 10 shorted stocks on the ASX. This is offering a unique position where value can be attributed 
greatly in a short space of time if the short sellers are forced to buy back their position  

 
I was impressed and encouraged by the recent episode of “Talk Your Book” with Chris Judd, who interviewed PNV 
Chairman Mr David Williams. I am encouraged that we could see a positive continued year ahead for PNV and 
unitholders. Please see a link to the interview attached as I think it is well worth a listen. 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_BMsp4JthMk 
 
 

 
 

DISCLOSURE 
 

Merchant Funds Management Pty Ltd (ACN 154 493 277) is the Manager of the Merchant Biotech Fund, under an agreement with our Responsible Entity, CIP Licensing Limited, AFSL 
471728.   
 

This publication has been prepared on behalf of and issued by Merchant Funds Management Pty Ltd (ACN 154 493 277) Corporate Authorised Representative No. 420444 of Draupner 
Investment Management Pty Ltd (ACN 112 894 845) AFSL No. 303566. 
 

Merchant Funds Management Pty Ltd (Merchant), does not accept any liability for loss or damage suffered or incurred by any person however caused (including negligence) relating in 
any way to this Newsletter including, without limitation, the information contained in it, any errors or omissions however caused or any person placing any reliance on this presentation, 
its accuracy, completeness or reliability. 
 

Merchant and its affiliates or any of its directors, agents, officers or employees do not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to or endorsement of, the accuracy 
or completeness of any information, statements, representations or forecasts contained in this Newsletter, and they do not accept any liability for any statement made in, or omitted 
from, this Newsletter. Merchant accepts no obligation to correct or update the information in this Newsletter. 
 

This Newsletter is intended only to provide a summary and general overview of matters of interest.   The Newsletter is not financial product advice, whether personal or general, for the 
purposes of Section 766B of the Corporations Act. The Newsletter does not involve or imply a recommendation or a statement of opinion in respect of whether to buy, sell or hold a 
financial product. The information in this Newsletter does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any person.  You should not act on or rely on the contents 
of this Newsletter before first obtaining professional advice specific to your circumstances. 
 

This Newsletter and contents has been made available in confidence and may not be reproduced or disclosed to third parties or made public in any way without the express written 
permission of the Fund or Merchant Funds Management Pty Ltd. 
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